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Are you looking for ways to enhance the learning 
experience for your audience?  



“Nobody has time to learn, knows where to learn, and even wants to learn”!

!  Corporate Training is expensive and needs to be digitized 
!  Learning technologies become ghost towns  

!  Completion of E-Learning: 30-40%, MOOC: 10%  
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!  E-Learning in Fortune 500 : 41.7% 
!  E-Learning Market in Asia by 2016: $11.5 Billion 
!  Mobile Learning Market by 2014: $9.5 Billion 

!  Mobile Learning Adoption: 39% with 30% growth 
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Companies*with*learning*culture*are*17%*more*likely*to*be*
market*leaders,*26%*more*able*to*deliver*“quality*products”,*
*and*46%*more*likely*to*be*first*to*market*



Engage and motivate with a universal language – fun 

Deloitte Academy!Delta Airlines! Adobe!

Successful Case Studies of Training and E-learning Gamification!



 
Gametize is a gamification technology and consulting company. 

 
We create compelling digital experiences based on  

game thinking and concepts to increase engagement, and  
are trusted by clients such as DBS, and Standard Chartered Bank. 

. 



Solution!

Interactive Challenges !

Relevant Competition!

Constant, Instant Feedback!

Clear Path to Rewards!

Anyone can deliver fun and effective learning experiences on mobile and web  
with Gametize, world’s simplest gamification platform.  !



Solution!

With ready customizable templates, the experience can be  
 launched within a day on web and mobile, so more time can be  

focused on designing the content and user experience. !



Case Study 

To equip the frontline staff with digital banking knowledge, Standard 
Chartered has utilized our Gametize™ platform by turning the learning 
materials into fun, bite-sized challenges.$



Implementation 

The staff take on a series of quizzes and open-ended challenges which are 
made unlockable for a guided experience. Available on the web, mobile 
phone and tablet, they are free to play anytime, anywhere.$



Result 

10,000 employees, 400,000 challenge completions$



Backend 
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Complement your content and context with different challenge 
types from our war chest. Your audience deserves a truly fun  
and relevant experience to earn virtual and tangible rewards.  

Technology 

FIXED ANSWER!

QUIZ!

PREDICTION!

PHOTO/VIDEO!

QR CODE!

PASSCODE!

OPEN ANSWER!



Licensing  
The Gametize™ platform, based on Java and MySQL, can  
Be highly customized and works on any server environment  
as a licensable and out-of-the-box technology.  
The database will be fully owned and managed by you. 

SaaS  
You can create white-label apps with simple customizations  

in record time at a lower cost on the cloud. Your app and  
database are hosted and managed on our server, powered  

by Amazon Web Services, reducing your overheads. 
!

Technology 



Featured Clients 

Media Features 

Who Loves Us!

Who we work with 



Team 

•  Ex hardcore gamers with stints, awards in corporate world!
•  Rich experience in gamification design!
•  Spoke at Gsummit 2013, Gamification World Asia Pacific and more!
•  Technically strong co-founders from management schools!



Gametize’s 5D Framework 

Methodology 
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Generous Rewards (clear path to incentives)!

Appealing, Fresh Content (create stickiness)!

Maintainability (easy, powerful dashboard to manage) !

Easy, Emotional Experience (with constant feedbacks)!

Togetherness (create a community)!

Intrinsic motivations (understand non-reward benefits)!

Social behaviors (create conversations, sharing)!

Engagement (create love, loyalty, trust)!

KEY(ELEMENTS(

KEY(GOALS(

Gametize’s Design Strategy 



business@gametize.com 

Gametize learning for meaningful, emotional, and effective experiences. 
Engage your employees today, and reduce training costs and time.!


